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The'Spinning Jenny', was invented by James Hargreaves in 1767 while two years later he and Arkwright
built the 'Spinning Frame'. Then followed the 'Mule Jenny' invented by Crompton between 1774 and 1779.
As a direct result of these inventions there was a large upsurge in the textile industry towards the end of the
l8th century - particularly with the cotton and woollen mills of Lancashire and Yorkshire which now were
installing this newly developed water-powered machinery.

Machines might accommodate very large numbers of spindles - in some cases running into many thousands.
This created a large demand for reels and bobbins of various types and sizes. Hence came the establishment
of new purpose-built wood-turning mills. Some existing mills serving other purposes (such as corn, fulling,
iron founding etc) situated in areas where a plentiful supply of coppice timber, and a copious supply of water
power with which to turn their water-wheels, were adapted.

The southern part of the Lake District and the valleys to the east, with their fast flowing rivers, were able to
supply all the above requirements, hence the large number of mills of various sizes which sprang up at this
time to service the demand for bobbins, reels, pirns and spools. The development would appear to have had
its foundation set in the valley around Staveley with its swift flowing River Kent to the north of Kendal. In
about 1784, one Mathew Roddick, a draper from Kendal, together with partners undertook to build a massive
four-storied cotton mill at Barley Bridge. Staveley. It was not a success and was subsequently turned over to
spinning wool. This mill (I believe) had attached, upstream, its own bobbin manufacturing facility. This
latter section was most likely the first of the many bobbin mills that were to become established in the Lake
Counties.

Some of the bobbin mills provided employment for a fairly large number of workers, both male and female,
whilst others required but a handful - perhaps no more than half-a-dozen or so. The onset of the decline of
the industry seems to have come towards the end of the nineteenth century following the introduction of
automatic woodturning machines, installed and operated by some cotton manufacturers themselves.

New 'high+ech' machinery could turn out prodigious numbers of items, and in a much shorter time, than the
ageing manually-operated machines still employed in the smaller mills. The twentieth century saw just a few
mills managing to operate. The Millhouses Mill in Hindburndale near Wray in Lancashire, with just three
employees, closed in the 1940s. The Royds Mill at Heysham closed in the 1970s with the loss of some sixty
jobs. The well-known firm of Staveley Wood Turning Co. Ltd. (originally Chadwicks), survived until 1980.
We are very fortunate that the mill presently studied, Stott Park, is now in the hands of English Heritage. The
mill closed in September 1971 and there was much pressure for the take-over from local inhabitants.

The mill is situated at O/S ref.
sD375882.

Left: Stott Park Mill, in 2002.

Romantically positioned in the
delightful sylvan scenery of
High Furness, close to the
south west shore of
Windermere Lake, this was not
a converted mill. In summer
months the mill is open to the
public - a virtual working
museum, it is well worth a

visit. It houses explanatory
displays in the old drying barn
and provides guided tours
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round the plant and bobbin-turning demonstrations. The operation of the mill is demonstrated regularly by
the guides. The steam engine is run on certain days of the week -though not driving the plant.

The mill was built in 1836. It was let out the following year after being advertised in both the Westmoreland
Gazette and the Kendal Advertiser in December 1835. In February 1836. the lease was taken up by a Mr.
Rushford, who later took a partner by the name of Smith. By 1841 the mill was in the hands of a Mr.James
Betham.

The first section of the is mill comprised of two stories. The upper floor of this section served as the main
lathe-building unit for many years - it remained as the principal lathe room until 1880 when a further
single-story room was added by the then owner, Newby Wilson, on the north western side. Original lathes
were transferred from their previous positions to this new building and newer machines being added. The
upper room of the original building contains, fitted beneath the windows of the south eastern wall, a set of
very large timbers. These timbers, upon which various items are currently stored represent the remains of the
original lathe beds. One item of particular interest is a wooden casting pattern for a water wheel - not of this
mill since it is too small. Power for the original mill was provided by a warer wheel of some thirty feet
diameter. Set within a wheelpit on the northern end of the building, the wheel produced, it is thought, some
35 horsepower. (There seems to be some debate as to the size of the wheel. Some are of the opinion that it
was no more than twenty four feet in diameter.) This wheel was in work until the middle of the nineteenth
century, eventually being replaced by a'Williamson'type turbine (Circa 1848). A later, 1880, augmentation
was a second hand single cylinder steam engine of some 25130 horsepower made by W.Bradley of
Brighouse, Yorkshire. Vital statistics of this engine were:

- working pressure (today) 100 psi; - cylinder stroke 18 inches; - cylinder bore 15.134 inches; - flywheel
diameter 93.25 inches, -engine speed 85 rpm, regulated by a ball governor driven from the output shaft, 2:1
gear.
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The well maintained engine in2M2.

Steam for this engine was originally provided by a single flue Cornish' boiler conveniently fired with wood
and waste from the mill is coupled subsurface to a chimney set to the northwest. The boiler house stands
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adjacent to the north end of the machine room. The heat from this boiler also served as a drying medium via
mesh and perforated plates set in the rooms above.

Some forty or so years later, in the 1890s, the Williamson turbine (noted above) was replaced by a machine
made by the well known Kendal makers Gilkes. This in turn was replaced in 1931 by a'Single-Francis'type
which produced some l2 horsepower.

However, in 1941 electricity came to the area and the firm took the opportunity to install two motors. The
main drive motor was a 1936 Metro Vickers 415volt, 3phase, slipring Star-Delta start type and this motor
rotating at 880rpm is belt-coupled from a primary l6inch dia pulley to a 36inch pulley fitted to the overhead
main line shaft, which is situated below the apex of the main machine room roof. Power transfer is by a 6
inch wide x 33foot long belt, giving a line shaft speed of some 390 rpm. All the machines in the newer part
of the mill are driven from this source by means of a mass of belts (common mill practice at the time), prior
to the arrival of machines driven by individual motors. Today this would be considered to be a factory
inspector's nightmare, in view of a mass of furiously lashing leather belts and machinery rotating at some
l500rpm. A government inspector's report of the 1860s, in an understatement, described the work as

'dangerous'.

Part of the main machine room (now well guarded)

When in operation this room would have been full of wood chippings, in places several feet deep,
particularly to the rear of the lathes.

Steam is now supplied by a vertical, cross-flow boiler made by Coltmans of Loughborough installed in 1991.
The feed water is provided by a small steam pump mounted on the boiler. Today the steam is generated by
the use of hand-fed wood and coal. A second motor, referred to above as being manufactured by Metro
Vickers, is a 400 volt, 3 phase, 15 horsepower unit. It is used to power the line shaft in the older part of the
mill - from which the blocking saw, a circular, saw and (via vertical belts) the polishing drums situated in the
room above were powered.
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On the ground floor of the original part of the mill is a semi-automatic Dual Blocking Machine which was
operated by two employees - one either side. It was designed to cut bobbin size pieces of wood from much
larger sections (called cakes) themselves produced from larger crosssection timber than the poles otherwise
used. The operator hand-held the cake on a support and, by depressing a foot pedal, he forced the rotating
tubular saw down and through the cake. As the saw was withdrawn the bobbin blank was ejected, falling
down into a swill basket via a chute. The standard method of transporting materials around the mill was in
swill baskets - another local woodland industry (carried on until quite recently in my own area, the Lune
Valley). He then rotated the cake to another position and repeated the operation - a considerable element of
skill was required for this action. (One can but wonder how many fingers were lost in this dangerous
operation.) Near to this device stands a circular saw used to cut pole sections to a predetermined length.
These also fell into a swill basket, with a tally of the number cut being kept on 'tally sticks' with saw cuts.

On the floor above, the polishing drums were stationed. Into these dried and finished bobbins were placed
together with lumps of paraffin wax or candle fat. These drums are horizontally mounted banel+ype devices
with an access door in the side and driven from below. Filled with tumbling lumps of wood, the noise would
most likely not pass present regulations. To the east end of this upper floor is a small room built as an
extension or outset to the original mill. The "Tool room"? Here were presented potential fire hazards for
contained within are grindstones for the sharpening of tools, (they produce sparks), also in this room is a fire
place used for the heating of the glue pot, used for the assembly of compound reels. A room with a fireplace
was naturally warmer than the unheated mill, (which most likely had its fair share of broken windows
covered with old sacking), and so was used as a mess room by the men. A cupboard holds a stock of tubular
saws of different sizes for the blocking machine, and other devices for the maintenance of tools. The main
machine room today is well supplied with a representative collection of machines of most eras. I counted
some eleven lathes in all, from roughing to finishing units, some wood-mounted, some cast-iron mounted -
mostly manufactured by W.A. Fell's of Windermere, together with some hybrids. There are two very
hazardous hand boring machines, where the operator had to sit on the bench in front of a rapidly spinning
spoon bit and hand-feed the bobbin blank to make the hole in the centre. I estimate that these boring
machines having a 5 inch pulley would revolve at a speed of some 1500 rpm. There are also two
semi-automatic boring machines, (see photo page 7) capable of drilling two blanks at a time - an early
attempt at automation made by the innovative engineer Braithwaite of Crook. They required only one
operative to place and remove the blanks onto twin cupped platforms, each platform then rotated 90 degrees,
presenting the operator with two bored blanks which he removed. Replacing them with new blanks, the
machine turned the platforms through another 90 degrees, when two boring bits fixed side by side moved
forwards, drilled the holes, retumed, and the whole process was repeated. All this was accomplished by the
clever use of a cam-sleeve and an assortment of gear wheels. (The job of feeding the machines must have
had a high boredom factor for the operators.)

The actual turning involved a number of hazardous operations. The turner was required to place a blank onto
a mandrel, then, with his other hand, holding a long handle to his right, force it against a rapidly rotating
chuck plate. Then, reaching over the machine to a large handle, he pulled it towards himself, thus presenting
a cutting tool fixed into a sliding tool holder, against the blank, which then roughly turned the blink to the
correct dimension. The handle was then pushed in the opposite direction, the tool holder sliding to bring to
bear a further set of tools adjusted to the shape of the required bobbin. He then had the task of avoiding the
spinning chuck and the sharp edges of the tools in order to remove the now roughed out bobbin which fe1
into a swill basket for transfer to a finishing lathe which performed a similar operation. The finished bobbins
would then be taken to be further dried, polished and packed for despatch.

Large trees would have been sawn up on the bench saw stationed outside the mill and driven from the main
line shaft via the large pulley wheel that still projects beyond the gable end of the newer machine room. This
saw is housed beneath a shed and like all other machines was belt-driven.
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One of 'Braithwaite's'semi automatic boring machines.
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Two of the wax polishing drums on the upper floor
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Also to be seen outside the main mill is a building that housed the smithy. The room above, which served as
extra drying space, had heat provided by the Smiths hearth below.

At one time goods would have been transported in sacks either by cart or by pack pony. Transport to the
Lancashire mills became a great deal easier following the construction in 1869 oi the iakeside Brinch of the
Furness Railway. The line terminated a short distance from the mill on the west bank of Windermere. The
railway lasted less than a century, closing in 1964. At this time only eight men were employed at the mill. It
is pleasing to find that a now dead local industry is being preserved for all fo see by English Heritage.
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From rough timber to finished reels
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Photographs taken by M. Goth with permission of M Nield, Stott Park Bobbin Mrill2OOZ.
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Stnle:
"A" ('ornislr lloiler.
"ll" Nel, lloiler,
"(:" 1880 lirlension. (New Lathe lloottt)
"l)" Orlginal Mill l8J5 (trvo slories l,,on,er'- lllocking nnrl Sau'ing. tl;lper flnnishing nnd poli.shing)

"li" Stenm liugine 1880.

',|i" lilectric ltlotor 1941.

"(1" linglish llerltnge reception tlesk nnrl rlisplnr'.
"ll" (loppice l)rving Shed. ( llorrsirrg ntnlerirl and pictorinl tlisplnl's)
"1" Sntilhy & (lnrl sherl ( llobbing rlrf ing facililv nbove)

".1" lllocking l\lnthirre.
"K" (lircrrlnr San's

"t," 'l oilets.
"l\1" llenrolishtrl (-oppite tlrring sherl.

"N" 'l inth(r l'trtl.
"O" l.,ilre shafl erlenderl lhrorgh rvnll lo tlrive exlerrrnl (rorrgh linrlrtrr) tnw
Itl'rr 'l'ool roont nn(l l\less roonr.

"(f" lVhetl I'it norv containing l urhinc(still operalional)

As a foot note to the above Item -

Staveley would appear to have been the centre from which the Bobbin industry expanded. The 18" Century "Barley Bridge" Cotton
Mill for instance, had its own bobbin mill attached to the upstream. end. Today this Mill produces a variety of packaging materials.
by "Kentmere Ltd".
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